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Category:Educational research Category:Metadata[Effect of selecting female and male bank vole males and females at random for crossing to investigate the genetic characteristics of early differentiation]. In a population of bank vole (Clethrionomys glareolus, Muridae) females and males were selected at random to be
parents in the mating procedure. The total amount of gene pool of the bank vole population was investigated. It was assumed that in the population female and male relatives are crossed with each other with a substantial possibility, because there are cases when females are mated with males from the own group. On the
other hand, in random mating and sib-mating the amount of genetic differences is higher and the difference disappears or decreases. Our study revealed that when the overall correlation coefficient is estimated as 0.27, the maximum probability of estimating identical genes in offspring is 35.91%, as well as by sib-mating the
total amount of gene pool is 0.50-0.55. The empirical correlation coefficient was lower when estimated separately for the groups of domestic and wild males, wild females and the domestics as compared with the total correlation coefficient.Q: Android start Splash Activity on Button Click I wanted to run a Splash Screen when
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